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Introduction

The non zero masses of neutrinos and mixing between flavors provide
evidence for physics beyond the Standard Model.

The most compelling way of explaining the smallness of the neu-
trino masses is the seesaw mechanism, where the simplest model to
estimate the SM neutrino mass is given by:

mν ≈ y2νv2/mN

A Majorana particle is identical to its antiparticle, this scenario can
lead to processes that violate lepton number by 2 units.
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Objectives

I A search is performed for a heavy Majorana neutrino using an
event signature defined by two muons of the same charge and
two jets (µ±µ±jj).

I The data corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 19.7 fb−1

in pp collisions. It was collected with the CMS detector at√
s = 8 TeV.

I The Majorana neutrino is produced by s-chanel production of
a W boson:
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CMS detector at the LHC
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Signal simulaltion + data selection

Signal Simulation
I N production + decay at LO (ALPGEN), K = 1.34 (NNLO)
I Parton showering + hadronization (PYTHIA + CMSSW)

Data selection
I Online selection (Dimuon trigger):

I p1T > 17 GeV and p2T > 8 GeV (eff. 85− 95%)
I Offline selection:

I Jets: anti-kT , R = 0.5, |η| < 2.5, pjT > 20 GeV
I µ±µ±: pµ1T > 20 GeV, pµ2T > 15 GeV
I Events with a third muon or top decays are suppressed

Two search regions

mN . 80 GeV mN > 80 GeV

W-boson on-shell W-boson off-shell
m(µ±µ±jj) ∼ mW m(jj) ∼ mW

Missing ET < 30 GeV MissingET < 35 GeV
m(jj) < 120 GeV 50 < m(jj) < 110 GeV
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Background

Three sources:

I SM processes.

I Misidentified muons.

I Charge misidentification of dimuon events (negligible).

Standard Model background
Two same-sign muon production coming fromWZ, ZZ, W±W±qq,
WH, ttW , among others.

I Small cross-section.

I Estimated by MC.

e.g.
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Misidentified muons background

Originated from b-quark decays or light quarks or gluon jets. The
sources are:

I Multijet production (2 misid. jets).

I W (→ µν)+ jets (1 misid. jet).

I tt decays (1 muon from the W decay and other from a misid.
jet or from the b decay).
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Estimation of the misid. muons background and data
selection

I Used a data sample enriched in multijet events.
I For the selection, a “loose muon” and a jet are required with

∆φ > 2.5. For the loose muon:
I Missing ET < 20 Gev.
I mT < 25 GeV.

I Calculated the probability that a jet that passed the minimal
muon requirements (“loose muon”) also passed the more
stringent criteria (“tight muon”). This is used for weighting
the background contributions in η and pT .
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Uncertainties, estimation and control regions

Given by the variation of the estimated background with respect to
the isolation requirement for the muon and pT for the jet. (The
latter dominates.)
Evaluated the estimated background using MC. It agrees within un-
certainties!
Two independent signal-free control regions:
(Same as the signal selection, without the final optimized selections
but with either missing transverse energy greater than 50 GeV or
one or more jets that are tagged as originating from a b quark.)

I 40 < mN < 90:
I Predicted events: 51.4± 1.9(stat.)± 8.3(syst.)
I Observed 45.

I mN > 90 GeV:
I Predicted events: 87.6± 2.5(stat.)± 12.3(syst.)
I Observed 81.
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Summary of Systematic Uncertainties
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Invariant Mass

Low Mass Region High Mass Region

I For both regions we have three dominant backgrounds

I The data is comparable for all four values of mN and |VµN |
shown above
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Exclusion Limits

I A 95 % confidence limit (CLs) was set for the whole mN range
I Assuming |VeN |2 = |VτN |2 = 0
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Conclusions

I A search for heavy Majorana neutrinos in the mass range 40 -
500 GeV in the µ±µ±jj final state at CMS detector

I No excess above the expected standard model background is
observed over the whole range 40 - 500 GeV

I This search increases substantially sensitivity on the upper
limit on |VµN | for the low mass region

I The search extends the mass range for the upper limits to 500
GeV
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Thanks!
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Loose and tight

Relative isolation, impact parameter and χ2 define “loose” or “tight”.

Irel =

∑
p⊥track +

∑
E

p⊥cand

Loose criteria: Irel < 0.4, b < 2 mm and χ2 = 50
Tight criteria: Irel < 0.05, b < 0.05 mm and χ2 = 10
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